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Gekko 
A popular hangout for well-heeled Yangonites, Gekko 
serves some of the best cocktails in the city, with a 
drinks list courtesy of Singapore’s famous 28 Hong 

Kong Street bar. We love the Matcha Daiquiri, a 
combination of sweet potato shochu, sake, matcha 
syrup and fresh lime (US$7/S$9.80). The Japanese- 

and Korean-inspired food menu by chef Reuben 
Gould includes favourites such as bibimbap (US$10/
S$14), tonkatsu ramen (US$12/S$16.80) and yakitori 

(from US$4/S$5.60 for two skewers), and Gekko’s 
live jazz nights are a must for music-lovers.

535 Merchant St; gekkoyangon.com
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Yangon Heritage Trust 
Yangon has one of the world’s best preserved colonial 

cityscapes, with many of the most impressive colonial-
era buildings situated in the Pansodan area.  

The Yangon Heritage Trust advocates for the protection 
of Myanmar’s heritage buildings and runs walking 
tours of the area for those who want to learn more 

about the city’s remarkable history. The Trust’s offices 
on lower Pansodan Street also host regular  
exhibitions about Yangon’s colourful past. 

22–24 Pansodan St (lower block);  
yangonheritagetrust.org 6

Rangoon Tea House
Located on the second floor of a beautiful colonial 

building, the Rangoon Tea House appeals to 
newcomers to Myanmar cuisine with a pared-down 
version of a traditional teashop menu, served in a 
comfortable, elegant setting. Chef Kyaw Htet uses 
only premium, locally sourced ingredients in his 

modern variations on Myanmar specialties such as 
lahpet thoke (tea-leaf salad) and mohinga (rice noodle 

and fish soup). If you’re baffled by the tastebud-
boggling variety of tea options, check the handy 

diagram to help you find your favourite. 
77 Pansodan Rd (lower block),  

+95 9979 078 681
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The Strand 
Follow in the footsteps of one of Myanmar’s most well-
known visitors, Rudyard Kipling, with a stay at Yangon’s 
most famous address. Built in 1901, The Strand is one  
of South-East Asia’s grandest colonial hotels, and a 

visit is like stepping back in time to the era when royals 
and nobles first graced its polished wooden floors. 

Stop by for afternoon tea or a relaxing massage in the 
luxurious spa, or join the expat crowd who gather on 

Friday evenings for half-price cocktails.
Strand Hotel, 92 Strand Rd;

hotelthestrand.com
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Pansodan Gallery
The project of American Nance Cunningham and  

her Myanmar partner Aung Soe Min, Pansodan Gallery 
displays an ever-changing collection of contemporary 

Myanmar art, as well as a fascinating archive of 
vintage newspapers, old photographs and movie 
posters. Their Tuesday-evening gatherings have 

become something of an institution, at which a loyal 
crowd of locals and expats discuss the events of the 
day over a few beers. Just up the road, the gallery’s 
“sister space,” Pansodan Scene, acts as the cultural 

hub for events, concerts and documentary screenings.
286 Pansodan St (upper block);  

pansuriya.wordpress.com

a yen for yangon
“This is Burma,” wrote Rudyard Kipling.  

“It is quite unlike any place you know about.” 
Follow in his footsteps with a stroll around  

one of Yangon’s historic districts, where  
gilded pagodas and crumbling colonial-era 

buildings sit next to some of the city’s  
best restaurants, bars and galleries
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Sule Pagoda 
There can’t be many roundabouts in the world that are home 
to glittering gold pagodas, but that’s why they call Myanmar 
the “Golden Land.” Sule Pagoda sits in the middle of a busy 
traffic junction marking the centre of Yangon, and is said to 

enshrine a strand of hair from the Buddha himself. 
Maha Bandula Rd
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Open-air library
Looking for a Myanmar phrase book or cheap copy 

of Orwell’s Burmese Days? Known as Yangon’s 
“open-air library,” the streets surrounding 

Pansodan and Merchant roads are lined with book 
sellers, offering everything from modern classics 

to Plato’s Phaedrus. Bookworms will enjoy browsing 
the ramshackle shelves, and if you look carefully 

you may discover a few hidden gems. 
Pansodan & Merchant rds
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